
 Acclaimed Talent Karlie Chui Unveils Anthemic Dance Gem, 
 “Are You Happy Now” 

 [Out July 14th] 

 Private Listen 

 A massively talented performer, as well as one of the co-founders of Hong Kong’s 
 famed luxury nightclub  Boomerang  , which made headlines  back in 2021 after landing 
 on  DJ Mag’s Top 100 Clubs  list while being open for less than a year,  Karlie Chui  is 

 here to disrupt the global dance music scene. 

 Following her earlier 2023 release “Middle of The Night” alongside  Monk Mafia  , a 
 fully-fledged musical alias and innovative venture into the world of NFTs,  Karlie Chui  is 

 now gearing up to return with “Are You Happy Now,” a mesmerizing dance music 
 anthem. Short yet sweet, is driven by dreamy production and soothing vocal lines, 
 effortlessly transitioning from cinematic sections to groovy drops that seamlessly 

https://www.blackwoodgroup.xyz/areyouhappynow-karliechui


 combine tech and slap house elements. With its bright production and undeniable hit 
 potential, “Are You Happy Now” could easily be part of a movie soundtrack, and there’s 

 no doubt that it marks just the start for  Karlie Chui  ’s  exciting journey within dance 
 music. 

 Karlie Chui Press Shots 

 About Karlie Chui 

 Beginning her career with an International Record Label,  Karlie Chui  was exposed to 
 the gigantic variety of the international music industry. Inspired by such, she developed 
 her unique flow and song selection. Karlie is exceptional in controlling the crowd and 

 creating great vibes while she is live on stage. Every one of her live acts is a 
 blockbuster. Karlie’s set has a huge variety of music genres, with focuses on House & 

 Dance, Main Stream and Top 40. 

 Since 2017, Karlie switched her major career into being a live DJ. With her passion and 
 perseverance it comes with great success. She performed mainly in the Asian area, 

 with a presence in festivals, e.g.  Creamfields  ,  Ultra  ,  Looptopia  , etc. She aims to trend 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ypIbt-4CWuDmgASJGUthhOl3HI29xP35


 and become an International DJ and an expert in live performance. Karlie is the only 
 Hong Kong female DJ that worked as the Resident DJ for 4  DJMag Top 100 Clubs  . 
 Karlie is also amongst all Hong Kong DJs, that preheated and supported the most 

 number of  DJMag Top 100 DJs  live sets, counted to  be 41  DJMag Top 100 DJs  . Karlie 
 is the current record holder in these two areas in the whole DJ industry of Hong Kong. 

 Karlie returned to her beloved hometown, Hong Kong, in early 2020. She put together 
 all her experience and ideas and co-founded  Boomerang  – The Illusionist, the only 

 DJMag Top 100 Club  in Hong Kong (DJMag 2022 Top 100  Club #72). She is currently 
 a resident DJ of the Club, and also a strong leader in promoting party culture. 

 Karlie regards music as one of the most important aspects of her life. By enjoying and 
 putting herself into music, she would love to bring great and touching stories via music 

 to her crowd and audience. 

 --.--.--.--.--.--.--.-- 

 Connect with Karlie Chui 
 Instagram  -  YouTube  -  TikTok  -  Spotify 

https://www.instagram.com/deejaykarlie/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/3DRMPNs23drO22bqK9ceWA?si=uJIwq0OcQuuLSFw64BlQgw

